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Local Folk Art of the Early 1800s Featured in Art-Museum Exhibit
By Kimberlie Gumz Fixx

The American 19th century was a period of
great growth and optimism, manifesting it-
self in a strong interest in the decorative arts
by the prosperous middle class. In many parts
of the United States art classes and instruc-
tion were available to the public, and count-
less hopeful painters set themselves up in
studios or took to the road as itinerant artists.

While the technical skills of these paint-
ers did not always compare to the polish of
studio-trained painters, the folk artists’
creative approach to technique and unusual
presentation of subject matter set their work
apart; these hallmarks are what modern col-
lectors and scholars seek and study, and
what give lasting charm to folk paintings,
prints, and drawings. “In the Best Stile”:
Folk Portraits and Landscapes from
Oberlin Collections—on display in the
Goblet Room of the Allen Memorial Art
Museum through December 17—demon-
strates the variety of technique and subject
matter these artists explored.

Until the late 19th century portraits were
the most common painting format in

America, serving both as a documentary
record of family members and a sentimental
token of a loved one. Most self-taught artists
developed a characteristic style for their por-
traits, employing idiosyncratic techniques for
rendering details of figure and clothing.

Clues to Artists’ Identity
Folk scholars look to these distinctive styles
to attribute unsigned artworks; the C-shaped
ears and squared fingernails in the portrait of
Oberlin College trustee Francis Drake Parish
were critical in establishing Milton W.
Hopkins as the author of this painting.

The Allen museum tentatively attributes
the portrait of Mansfield physician William
Bushnell to Reson B. Crafft, who painted in
northern Indiana and Ohio in the first half of
the 19th century. Only three signed pieces by
Crafft are known, but though the comparison
pool is small, enough similarities in the treat-
ment of the face and hands, as well as the
background details, warrant associating his
name with the Oberlin portrait.

The cross-hatching in the background of
the Samuel Almy miniature was sufficiently

Deacon Jones’s Experience, by Wellington, Ohio, native Archibald Willard, was
widely distributed as a postcard. The distributor, James F. Ryder, commissioned
Bret Harte to write a poem especially for the painting, and had the poem printed on
the back of the postcard. (The poem is reproduced next to the painting in the gallery.)
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Workshop Will Show How to Incorporate
Multiple Perspectives in the Classroom
“Multiculturalism is the beginning of a major
new world view that is a natural outgrowth of
increased contact and communication among
diverse peoples. As a world view it may
become as important as the Enlightenment
or the defining moments of the major reli-
gions in its power to change the mindset of a
large portion of the world’s population.”

These are the thoughts Gary Lee Nelson,
professor of electronic and computer music,
articulated after completing a workshop on mul-
ticultural course design and teaching taught by
staff of the Great Lakes Colleges Association
(GLCA) this past summer. The ideas came to
him as a kind of epiphany. Nelson will be one
of four Oberlin professors helping other fac-
ulty members to reach that “Aha” moment
this spring when the College runs its own
four-day Multicultural Course Design and
Teaching Mini-Workshop with a $2350 Ford
Foundation-funded grant from the GLCA.

Also staffing the workshop will be
Heather Hogan, professor of history;
Francesco Melfi, assistant professor of Ju-
daic and Near Eastern studies; and Paula
Richman ’74, associate professor of reli-
gion. All four attended the GLCA summer
workshop. Catherine Lamb, a key leader in
the summer experience—“She was really
great, extraordinarily perceptive,” says
Hogan—has been invited to join the group
as consultant and facilitator. Lamb is profes-
sor of English at Albion College.

Safety First
The grant proposal—written by Carol Lasser,
associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, with information supplied by the
four professors—says the workshop will of-
fer “a supportive environment to explore
and enhance effective aspects of multi-
cultural teaching.” The aspect of safety is
important, say Hogan and Richman.

“People need support to take risks,” says
Hogan, and names two risks workshop partici-

pants my take: assessing their teaching styles,
and trying new teaching techniques. Referring
to Oberlin faculty as a whole, she says, “We care
about teaching” but don’t often have the time to
sit down and think about it with others.

“Many people identify multiculturalism
as attention to labels,” says Richman. “But it
is a way of teaching that makes space in the
classroom for multiple perspectives.” She
and the other core workshop faculty, with the
facilitator, will use a variety of learning op-
portunities to show participants how to rec-
ognize the multiple identities that shape their
views. “Nobody has only one identity,”
Richman  says, “and in certain circumstances
each individual will find himself or herself
becoming construed as ‘the other.’ ”

Francesco Melfi can’t help teaching from
a multicultural perspective, but he still found
the summer workshop “interesting and stimu-
lating,” he says. Born in Italy, educated in
Italian schools, and not Jewish, Melfi teaches
Jewish studies, which he says can only be
taught “if it’s contextualized,” primarily in
European and Arabic cultures. In the
microteaching experiences of the summer
workshop—sessions where professors gave
15-minute presentations to their workshop
colleagues—Melfi learned, he says, the im-
portance and difficulty of conveying ideas
and facilitating the participation of the class
with methods that engage the whole group.

Following the lead of the summer work-
shop, Oberlin’s will feature sensitivity to a
variety of learning styles as one of the themes.
“We explored the way different kinds of learn-
ers most effectively learn,” Richman says of
the summer workshop. Both she and Hogan
now incorporate more visual elements into
their teaching, they say, having been sensi-
tized to the prime importance that a visual
learning mode has for many people.

Subject matter, pedagogy, syllabus de-
sign, teaching strategies, and classroom

Continued on page 2

Jake Is Back
Kay Thompson, new assistant director of major gifts, didn’t get an office with a
window in Bosworth. Dale Preston, director of regional activities, did. Preston wasn’t
about to trade, but thought Thompson deserved consolation for her cubbyhole.

Finally Preston realized what Thompson needed: Jake! Jake the Schefflera! He was
really too tall for Preston’s living room anyway, so why not trim him a little more and
give him a car ride to Bosworth. Most important, “He was an Oberlin plant, and cared
for by all these Obies,” says Preston. Surely the spirit was right.

Preston ’83 received Jake from his next-door neighbors in Cleveland, Beth Dowell
and David Ubogy, both ’90, when they graduated from the Case Western Reserve
University Medical School and moved to Tucson to begin their residencies early this
fall. Over the summer Jake had grown too tall for the medical students’ living room,
and had been living on a porch, where his height reached 15 feet, says Preston. Jenny
Taub ’91 had given Jake to Dowell and Ubogy when she graduated and moved to
Vermont. Taub bought Jake her first year at Oberlin from the beginning-of-the-year
plant sale or Ben Franklin’s—“I can’t rightly remember,” she says.

Jake is happy, says Thompson, pointing out his seven new shoots. “He does like
coffee,” she says; “He likes it intravenously, through his roots,” and grabs her coffee
cup to demonstrate. Focal point of her office (when he’s not soaking up extra rays in
the hallway), Jake draws visits from students of Thompson’s husband (Professor of
Organ Haskell Thompson) when they play the Fairchild Chapel organ. “They say hello
to Jake,” says Thompson. “They don’t come to see me.”

“He was a great plant,” say Taub, who recently learned of Jake’s current life. “Nice
to know Jake is still alive and well!” She’d like someone to say hi to him for her.

Thompson, Jake, and Preston
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Faculty Meeting
College Faculty Hears and Makes Slew of Announcements
The November 7 College Faculty meeting be-
gan with Azariah Smith Root Director of Li-
braries Ray English identifying the members
of the newly formed search committee that will
choose the next director of computing. A new
director will start, English said, over the sum-
mer.

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Mary Ella Feinleib announced that

• Associate Professor of Sociology Clovis
White will direct a new office within the
Office of Sponsored Programs: the Office
of Undergraduate Sponsored Programs.
(See “Oberlin Faculty–Student Research
Gets Huge Boost from U.S. Department of
Education” in the September 28, 1995, Ob-
server for an early mention of this office.)

• President Nancy Dye will support novel
curricular programs with two sets of dis-
cretionary funds, one awarded by the col-
lege Educational Plans and Policies Com-
mittee (EPPC) and the other a dean’s dis-
cretionary fund.

• Dye and Feinleib hope to establish a re-
search reserve fund to “assist with start-up
funding for new faculty and faculty-
development support at all ranks.”

• Science-facilities renovation—for which
planning will begin in the very near fu-
ture—will not “push out” working on other
space needs, such as for studio art.

• Feinleib is exploring expansion of col-
laborative educational projects with con-
servatory dean Karen Wolff and art-

museum director Anne Moore.
• Following up on initiatives of the presi-

dent and Associate Dean David Love in
Japan and China this past summer, and
playing out her own interest in making
Oberlin College better known internation-
ally and attracting more foreign students,
Feinleib will travel to Kyoto and Hong
Kong this winter. In Kyoto she will see
about collaboration with Ritsumeikan Uni-
versity, and in Hong Kong she will visit
with resident alumni.

The meeting adjourned following reports from
Professor of French Janice Zinser (for College
Faculty Council), Professor of English Robert
Pierce (for the Assessment Committee), and
Professor of Classics James Helm (for the EPPC).

distinctive to allow an attribution to the
prolific miniaturist J.H. Gillespie.

In the finest of the Allen museum’s folk
portraits—the Bentley Simons Runyan
Family of Mansfield, Ohio—two different
hands may be detected. Bentley Runyan,
a prosperous hardware merchant in
Mansfield, commissioned itinerant-painter
Frederick Cohen to record both his family
and his newly constructed Greek Revival
house.

About two years after Cohen completed
the portrait, the Runyans’ fifth child was
born. By then Cohen had died, so the
Runyans located another artist to add the
new child’s image to the painting. The
changes that this unidentified artist made
to the portrait are visible today to the na-
ked eye: Mrs. Runyan’s left arm, which
had been tucked in at her waist, was re-
painted to encircle the newest member of
the family; Mr. Runyan’s left arm, origi-
nally extending out and pointing to his fine
home, was brought in so that his hand
grasps his lapel (the shadow of the ex-
tended hand is still visible across the side-
walk); and finally, the artist added the new
landscaping and the protective coat of green
paint that had been applied to the brick
house.

The Runyan family had strong Oberlin
connections; Almeda Runyan, who stands
at the far left holding her mother’s hand,
was the mother of Oberlin graduate Mary
Parsons, who married Oberlin College pro-

Folk Art . . .
Continued from page 1

fessor of chemistry James C. McCullough
and lived in a house on Cedar Street. Oberlin
resident Richard Lothrop recalls visiting
the house as a child and admiring the paint-
ing; he has a photograph of himself sitting
with then-grandmother Almeda Runyan
Parsons.

What Format Can Reveal
Although a folk artist generally developed
a signature style for painting the sitter’s
features, the format of that portrait was
open to experimentation. Frederick Cohen,
for example, presented the Runyan family
in a straightforward, documentary fashion,
but his portrait of young Almeda Runyan
reflects 18th-century English portrait
styles in its lavish use of draperies and
cushions, the small dog, and the chemise
and hat that Almeda wears. The props and
accessories shown in a portrait—often cho-
sen by the sitter—can offer the viewer an
insight into the personality of the sitter
besides aiding the study of 19th-century
material culture.

Children’s portraiture, for example, gen-
erally showed boys and girls with props
tailored to the sexes. Boys were depicted
with toys or objects reflective of their
father’s profession or interests, as in the
portrait of young William Almy, who holds
a riding crop. Girls, however, appeared with
flowers, fruit baskets, dolls, and doll houses.
Adult sitters wore their finest clothes for
their portraits, and might hold or wear per-
sonal accessories; the elaborate jewelry worn
by the sitter in the portrait by John Bradley
and the unusual bifocals worn by Francis
Drake Parish are two such examples.

L ike por t ra i ts ,
landscapes were
painted for both docu-
mentary and senti-
mental reasons. It was
not uncommon for
property owners to
hire artists to depict
their homes (as in the
Runyan family por-
trait), farms, or busi-
nesses. The views of
Oberlin College ex-
hibited in “In the Best
Stile” testify to the de-
sire to document the
way the College or a
new building—like
Tappan Hal l—
looked. Tappan Hall,
which appears in
three different for-
mats in this exhibi-

tion, was constructed in 1835 on what was
then known as Public Square. Funded by a
wealthy New York businessman, Arthur
Tappan, the structure was built by Oberlin
College students of local sandstone and
brick, and served as a dormitory and class-
room building. The building was torn down

in 1885 because of serious structural flaws,
but the name Tappan Square remained.

Goals: to Document and Enjoy
In the drawing Western Reserve Farmhouse
Emily Jane Carl, Class of 1869, sketched
from memory her family homestead near
Greenwich, Ohio; the drawing includes an
inscription explaining when the sketch was
started and completed, and exactly how long
it took Carl to make. Simple documentation
was not the only goal of the folk painter,
however; practicing and experimenting with
technique added to the artist’s pleasure in
creating, as shown in Thirza Pelton’s water-
color and stencil painting of Tappan Hall.

Copying works of art was common in the
19th century. Research reveals that the Allen
museum’s painting Landscape with Moun-
tains is one of a hundred or so versions of
Jasper Francis Cropsey’s American Harvest-
ing. The American Art Union acquired
Cropsey’s painting, and the engraver James
Smillie made copies for art-union members
as Currier and Ives did for the public; aspiring
painters throughout New England used the
print as a model for their own painting.

The Bentley Simons Runyan Family, by Frederick E. Cohen,
1818-1858, with later alterations by an unknown artist, is
“the finest of the Allen Museum’s folk portraits,” according
to author Kim Fixx.

H. Alonzo Pease, known more for his portraits, painted this early scene of Tappan
Square above a letter he wrote to Sylvester Stoddard in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

The daguerreotype process, introduced to
America in 1839, quickly became popular
due to the speed and economy with which an
image could be made. As a result portrait and
landscape painters began to see less and less
business although many itinerant folk artists
tried to work with the new medium by adding
it to their repertoire, or offered to paint the
photographed surface for a distinctive touch.
Eventually the photograph won out, and
painted portraits again became the purview
of the wealthy. The golden age of the folk
artist passed, but we are fortunate today to be
able to enjoy the “best stiles” of these painters.

Kimberlie Gumz Fixx is assistant museum
registrar. With Mary Sayre Haverstock,
Oberlin College affiliate scholar and direc-
tor of the Ohio Artists Project, she curated
“In the Best Stile”; Folk Portraits and Land-
scapes from Oberlin Collections. The quota-
tion in the exhibit title is from a phrase
commonly used in advertisements in the 1830s
and 1840s for traveling portrait painters,
Haverstock says. The complete phrase is
“Painting in all its Branches in the Best Stile
and Prices to Suit the Times.”
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Workshop . . .
Continued from page 1

techniques will all receive attention in the
spring workshop. One classroom technique
that will be taught, for example, is how to
diffuse tension in discussions about race
without glossing over the complexities of
the issues.

Who Will Participate?
What Will They Do?
The college dean’s office will invite—with
brochures, an information session, and an-
nouncements—all faculty members to par-
ticipate in the spring workshop. The Edu-
cational Plans and Policies Committee
(EPPC) will then choose five members of
the Oberlin faculty from applications sub-
mitted to the committee. The final selec-
tion will include persons in a mixture of
disciplines.

Besides presentations and discussions,

the workshop sessions will incorporate vid-
eotapes of all participants in one of their
one-hour class sessions.

The Long-Range Goal
“At the moment we are preoccupied with
the friction,” Gary Nelson wrote in his
evaluation of the summer workshop, “that
occurs [when] cultures . . . rub together.
The goal is to create a global society where
the wisdom and knowledge of diverse
groups can be shared without requiring
those groups to give up their individual
identities and cultures,” he says. Nelson
looks forward to the day when multicultur-
alism becomes “the foundation of the way
we think and interact.”

Oberlin’s workshop is tentatively sched-
uled for March 10-13. If a second facilita-
tor is added, the number participating will
increase to 10. Informed by the spring-
workshop experience, says Lasser, additional
miniworkshops may follow.

—Linda K. Grashoff

http://www.oberlin.edu/~observer/main.html
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News Notes Barbara Cannon,
Custodian
Barbara Cannon, 68, died November 6 at
Oberlin’s Allen Memorial Hospital. She was
a lifelong Oberlin resident and had worked
for the College nearly 17 years, retiring in
1991. An Oberlin High School graduate, she
enjoyed gardening and reading.

“Barbara Cannon was one of the first
people I met when I physically arrived in the
math department in 1983,” says Associate
Professor of Mathematics Susan Colley. “I
mean this literally; when I came to the second
floor of King, she was the only person around.
She had sent everyone home so she could
wax the floors! Barb was always full of life
and energy. She took care of us well (and was
always quick to tease).”

“She always seemed to be happy and had
something nice to say,” says Karen Barnes,
administrative assistant in the classics and
philosophy departments and the London pro-
gram. “She always had a smile on her face.”

“Barb Cannon was much more than a
custodian—she was part of the King Build-
ing community,” says Professor of Sociology
James Leo Walsh. “Barb probably knew by
first name more students than did some faculty
members. She would lean against the wall on
the third floor of King and hold court with
students and faculty. She loved young people.

“Barb is the only custodian I have en-
countered at Oberlin who would enter my
office and tell me to straighten up my mess.
She did that for two years before she recog-
nized a lost cause and turned to other tasks,”
says Walsh. “We all miss her, mourn her
passing, and extend our very best wishes to
the family she loved so dearly. We are grate-
ful that we were permitted to share part of her
life. A number of students learned from her
that a bundle of degrees is not a prerequisite
for a life of quality.”

Surviving are her husband, David W.; six
children, including David D., head trucker
and driver for the College; nine grandchil-
dren; two great-grandchildren; two sisters;
and two brothers. Three brothers and a sister
preceded her in death.

Professor of Music Theory
Warren Darcy ’68 has won
the Wallace Berry award for
his 1993 Oxford University
Press book Wagner’s Das

Rheingold. The award—presented at the
1995 annual meeting of the Society for
Music Theory in November—is given by
the society to the author of the best book
published by any English-language pub-
lisher in the field of music theory during

the past three years. • Admin-
istrative Assistant Andrea
Duplaga has transferred from
the Office of Physical Plant
to the Office of Purchasing

and Auxiliary Services. • The Millard Meiss
Publication Fund Committee of the Col-
lege Art Association has awarded the Uni-
versity of California Press $4000 toward

the cost of publishing Jeffrey
Hamburger ’s forthcoming
second book, Nuns as Artists:
The Visual Culture of a Medi-
eval Convent. Hamburger is

Irvin Houck Associate Pro-
fessor in the Humanities. The
book will be out early in 1997.
• Professor of Trombone
Raymond Premru will be on

hand when Kentucky’s Morehead State Uni-
versity presents a symposium called The
Music of Raymond Premru November 29
and 30. Premru will conduct, lecture about
his music, and present master classes. Com-
positions to be performed during the sympo-
sium will range from chamber music to origi-
nal compositions for large jazz orchestra. •
Associate Professor of Computer
Science Rhys Price Jones
coached Oberlin’s team No-
vember 11 at the Association
of Computing Machinery’s
1995 programming contest, for which he
also was a judge. With all of its members
lacking experience in the contest, the
Oberlin team “did not relive the glories of
previous years,” says Price Jones. The 1990
and the 1992 teams won, respectively, sec-
ond and first place for Oberlin College, and
in 1993 Oberlin placed sixth in the world in
the ACS international contest finals. “Nev-
ertheless,” says Price Jones, “the experi-
ence was valuable and several students are
sufficiently enthused that training for the
1996 competition may begin as early as
Winter Term.” Juniors Kerry Lazarus and
Ben Smith-Mannschott together with spe-
cial-student Malcolm Toon formed the 1995
Oberlin team. • Administrative Assistant

Linda Robinson has trans-
ferred out of Student Aca-
demic Affairs to work in the
departments of sociology and
anthropology and the East

Asian Studies Program as departmental
secretary. • Harry Spencer’s
title has changed from visit-
ing professor of chemistry to
distinguished visiting profes-
sor of chemistry, reflecting
his decade-long service and his continuing
role in the chemistry department. “We tried
to find a title that does not include the word
visiting and that has privileges at or above
the level of visiting professor, but no such
title exists,” says chemistry-department
chair Robert Thompson. “There is no cat-
egory at the College for a person, like
Harry, who is hired year-to-year but for
whom the expectation is a continuing role.
We did the next best thing.”
• Associate Professor of Chem-
istry Robert Thompson has
been elected secretary of the
American Chemical Society
Division of Analytical Chemistry. The divi-
sion has 8000 members—6000 in industry
and 2000 in academia. The secretary handles
all the division’s correspondence.

Don’t! Report your delivery problem to the
Observer office.

Call editor Linda Grashoff at x8463; send
her QuickMail (in Communications); send
E-mail to PObserve@alpha.cc.oberlin.edu;
or drop a note in campus mail to the
Observer, Office of Communications, 153
West Lorain.
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1st Environmental-Studies-Building Charrette Draws 150
Charrette, French for cart, is the term pro-
gressive architects use to describe the ex-
tended, intensive sessions they hold with a
community of clients to design a structure.
The first charrette for the Environmental
Studies Building involved about 150 people
dropping in to Asia House Dining Room,
where the meetings took place, for various
periods over the November 11-12 weekend.
Professor of Environ-
mental Studies David
Orr has declared the
event a success.

“We came out ex-
actly where we want to
be at the end of the
charrette,” he says, with
a mass of information,
suggestions, dreams—
things people want from
the environmentally
sensitive building. The
“fuzziest and most
vague” of the charrettes
planned, according to

Orr, it precedes two more charrettes that will
consider more concrete options, like how
many spaces of what kind are needed. All
charrettes are open to the public, and at least
seven out-of-towners joined people from
Oberlin’s town and college at the first.

Landscape architect John Lyle, founder
of the Center for Regenerative Studies at
California Polytechnic University (and fa-

ther of Cybele Lyle ’95), is leading the
charrettes. Lyle told a Wilder Hall lec-
ture crowd of about 75 on November 10
that the Oberlin building will be “one of
the landmark ecological-design projects of
the decade.”

This past Friday members of the College
administration, Architectural Review Com-
mittee, and Environmental Studies Program

Committee narrowed to
five the list of project ar-
chitects who may win the
building contract. All five
will visit campus for in-
terviews and physical site
inspection. The finalist
will be chosen before the
College trustees meet
December 1 and 2 and
approve the selection.

The second charrette, in
February, will be with the
project architect; the third,
in April, with the first con-
ceptual drawings, also.About 150 people dropped in to Asia House Dining Room for the charrette.

Do You Have to Hunt
for Your Copy of
the Observer ?

Don’t Just Surf; Put Your Department on Line
By Linda K. Grashoff

If I could squeeze the whole November 3
Chronicle of Higher Education article
“Classes on the Web” into this space, I
would. It answers just about any question a
faculty member could possibly raise about
the value of syllabi and other course mate-
rials on the Internet. And while the article
seems meant to inspire more professorial
participation on line, it gives space to
naysayers as well.

Gary Kornblith is not so impartial.
“How can we get more Oberlin academic

departments and faculty members to put stuff
on Oberlin Online?” the acting director of the
computing center asked recently with his
characteristic combination of upbeat energy
and exasperation.

The Chronicle article cites benefits to the
wired professors who use the World Wide
Web to expand their classrooms. Oberlin
folk, in their desire to do more good for
others than for themselves, may need more
reasons.

Gary’s List
So here is Gary’s List—reasons you, faculty
person, should get your department’s, and
your own, page on line for the good of others.

• Oberlin Online is one way—growing in
importance—that Oberlin College pre-
sents itself to the world. Oberlin is a
diverse institution, and the more depart-
ments and individuals present them-
selves on the web, the more that healthy
diversity will be apparent to, for ex-
ample, potential students and their par-
ents who surf the web.

• You and your department can publicize
outside speakers, giving as much detail
as you want to give about the event, and
not rely on paper publications that can
give your needs only limited attention.

• You can use your web site to help alumni
stay in touch with the College. Posting
faculty biographies and information
about department courses and events
can let alumni keep up with Oberlin and
what’s going on in their field. Including
links to alumni home pages lets alums
feel—and be—connected to Oberlin.

• Current students, who may browse the
web more often than a course catalog,
may find out from your departmental
web page about all the neat things going
on in your department: the classes, the
special opportunities, the requirements
for majors.

•  With l inks f rom your or  your
department’s page to the World Wide
Web you can give students access to
resources not otherwise available in a
small town in Ohio.

• It’s easy and the Computing Center will
help you. The center is  holding a brown-
bag session Tuesday, November 28, to
show faculty how to create web pages.

To see Gary’s nomination for the exem-
plary Oberlin departmental homepage (don’t
expect to leave the brown bag with a clone of
this site), go to the psychology department’s
homepage at http://www.oberlin.edu/~psych/
psyhome.html. Associate Professor of Psy-
chology Al Porterfield is the psych-department
webmaster.

Pubs (That’s Publications)
on the Web
Speaking of the Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation, did you know the Chronicle is now
available as an electronic publication, and
that you can search for articles in current
and back issues by key word? Access re-
quires a password, which the paper mailed
to official subscribers this August. You
can click to it from the Academe Today
link (if you have the password) in the
Chronicle’s freebie web site, Academe This
Week, at http://chronicle.merit.edu/.

The Computing Center newsletter has
gone electronic (in Acrobat as well as HTML)
and changed its name, too. Formerly the
Administrative Computing Newsletter, it’s
now the I/Opener (I/O stands for input/out-
put—it’s a computer thing). The URL is
http://www.oberlin.edu/~compctr/iopener/.
The current issue, out this week in paper, too,
includes articles about what the Alpha’s re-
placement of OCVaxA means to the campus,
and the College stance on Windows 95.

http://www.oberlin.edu/~psych/psyhome.html
http://chronicle.merit.edu
http://chronicle.com/che-data/index.htm
http://www.oberlin.edu/~compctr/iopener/
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Observations

On the Meaning of Life
It all began—this consideration of the mean-
ing of life—for us, as perhaps it does for most
people, in times of personal trouble. It re-
sulted in our offering a semester course, The
Meaning of Life (Philosophy or Classics 109),
three times between 1986 and 1990 and once
as an Elderhostel course in summer 1987.

We had been colleagues for years. We
joked and talked in the halls. Nothing seri-
ous. By happenstance we found ourselves
sharing our personal dilemmas in off-cam-
pus contexts that allowed for such a thing. As
we tried to be of some help to one another, we
remembered that we were college teachers:
we began to wonder whether we could, in our
teaching, get closer—intellectually, emotion-
ally, morally—to issues of the sort we (like
many others) were facing.

As friendship warmed, our (almost daily)
conversations turned to the idea of a possible
collaboration in teaching. Could we work
together on that special large question that
arises naturally for people when life seems
dominated by troubles? We realized that the
idea of teaching on the meaning of life might
have its risks: could we give attention to the
questions that cluster around this issue in a
way that allowed us to remain professional
and respected in our academic disciplines?
We recognized at once that the topic we
wanted to address might not be thought by
many academicians to be suitable for a
course. But we were too intrigued with our
idea to let imagined frowns stop us from
figuring out what might go into an under-
graduate course on the meaning of life. So
we lurched forward.

As we began creating the course, we saw
that we were undertaking something that
would be interdisciplinary for, much as we
resisted the thought, we did acknowledge
that there were certain pieces outside phi-
losophy and the classics that might be worth
reading, seeing, or auditing. (The course
ended up incorporating materials from the
classics, philosophy, literature, film, drama,
psychology, and journalism.) But there were
other hurdles. Both of us teach in small
departments, and whether we could be par-
tially released from regular departmental
curricular obligations to give time to our
joint adventure was a question. As it turned
out, our departments agreed to accept our
course as credit earning in their programs;
but Tom could not substitute our course for
another in the classics curriculum: each time
we taught the course it was, for him, an
overload.

The Course Wins a Home
In March 1985 we received a Mellon plan-
ning grant, and thus a home for our course in
Oberlin’s Mellon Colloquium Program of
small interdisciplinary seminars for first- and
second-year students. This guaranteed us: a
ceiling on enrollment (15) so that discussion
would be possible; the right to impose an
intensive-writing requirement on the course;
a senior student as a writing tutor; and per-
mission to range widely over material,  free
of disciplinary constraints. We put together a
syllabus that had us studying such varied and
diverse pieces as the Epic of Gilgamesh,
Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl,
Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn, the Edmund
Morris biography of Theodore Roosevelt,
and John Stuart Mill’s Autobiography; but
also texts from Homer, Arthur Miller,
Dostoevsky, Thoreau, Tolstoy, Sophocles,
and Ibsen as well as contemporary writings
by Elizabeth Kaye, Bernard Williams, Carol
Gilligan, Margaret Atwood, Albert Camus,

and William James. (Mary Kirtz, professor
of English at the University of Akron—and
Tom’s wife—shared her expertise on Marga-
ret Atwood’s work with us all three times we
offered the College course.)

Did we offer ourselves as disciplinary
masters of all these works? No, of course not.
But, then, the point of our course was to deal
with meaning-of-life issues, not disciplinary
issues, and the many readings were relevant
to that purpose. For example, in dealing with
Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman, we
discussed Willy Loman’s choices—some of
them bad choices—that were based on his
identity, his conception of the importance of
his life, and his estimate of his life’s contents,
and did not concern ourselves with features
of the work that might (legitimately so) inter-
est experts in the literature of American the-
ater, or art critics, or social thinkers focusing
on the rise and fall of the American dream.
Focusing on the meaning-of-life points was
hard, we found out. Students and faculty
occasionally fell into treating controversial
materials and thoughts in safe academic ways
rather than as imperatives or conceptual ac-
counts germane to how one is to live.

First Reading for the Course
We think we helped ourselves and our stu-
dent colleagues in this matter by starting our
course with journalist Elizabeth Kaye’s
superb account of real-life meaningless ex-
istence: the laid-back drug-infested life of
some young people in Milpitas, California.
The story is of youths who found the dead
body of a young woman beside a nearby
river but seemed unable to respond to the
phenomenon beyond inviting others to
gape. (The episode was the basis for the
film The River’s Edge.)

Our students shared with us how very well
they knew (directly or indirectly) this form of
life, and such experience then concentrated
our minds on substantive meaning-of-life
issues in the readings that followed. Even

Camus’s existentialist reading of the human
condition as absurd paled beside the realism
captured in the journalistic treatment of the
Milpitas story. And this benchmark in mean-
inglessness allowed us to trace and evaluate
in our other texts the many proposals and
theories regarding what meaningfulness in
human lives consists in, when it exists.

In some cases we were able to juxtapose
literary and philosophical materials, so that
the Anne Frank diary could be usefully paired
with William James’s bootstrapping attitu-
dinal discussion of the will to believe, and
Camus’s Plague could be seen to illustrate
the technical discussion of absurdity in his
Myth of Sisyphus. The aim was always the
same: to get at the questions involved in
thinking about the meaning of life; what are
the different ways to answer them; and how
do they bear on my choices in action and
attitude?

Curricular Strategy
Our curricular strategy was to explore the
many discrete issues and themes that make
up the question of the meaning of life. We did
not for a moment think that this question is
one question. It is, in fact, a cluster question
(as we came to say), covering the ideas of
mortality, freedom, and fate, but also reach-
ing to challenges of emptiness in one’s life
and the possibility of rational suicide, and to
deeper theoretical puzzles about how the self
is constituted and about how life-generating
or life-defeating attitudes (basal pessimism,
optimism, resignation, cynicism) tend to color
outlooks and, hence, action.

We followed a special pedagogy. Meet-
ing with the class twice a week, one of us
opened each hour-and-a-half session with a
minilecture about the readings followed by
one or two discussion questions. Students
responded briefly (and from personal experi-
ence, if appropriate) in a protected way:
remarks in this part of the class were not to be
commented on or criticized by others. Then

the other one of us attempted a summary and
opened a general discussion of points thus
raised. After a few weeks into the first time
we offered the course, we asked students
whether this experimental format should be
dropped in favor of something more conven-
tional. They adamantly refused to consider
alternatives. The format helped deal with
student (and professor) inexperience in think-
ing and talking about the issues at stake. It
resulted in everyone’s participating by mak-
ing it easier for shy students to come forth,
and harder for assertive ones to hog the show.
Students came quickly to know one another,
and the ease and quality of discussion im-
proved markedly as the term proceeded.

Student writing received much attention
in our colloquium. We asked for an in-class
bluebook at the first meeting, and three sub-
stantial essays during the term. Our writing
tutors were intelligent, mature, hard-work-
ing seniors who attended every class meeting
and worked one-to-one with students on the
first drafts of their essays. Every final draft of
every essay received a reading and com-
ments from both of us and the writing tutor,
and we had discussion meetings on each set
of essays to arrive at grades. We experienced
no difficulty in grading, and no challenges to
our results. We read essays, after all, not just
for how well students expressed the views
they held, but for the arguments they offered
in support of such views. Bad (or good)
arguments are as valuable in the meaning-of-
life context as they are in any other context.

Some Outcomes
For us the joint course in the meaning of life
was a true educational adventure. We found
our regular teaching deeply influenced—in
the questions we ask, how we think and talk,
and how we listen to students. It is not too
much to say that our experience together
radicalized our teaching. Our joint effort had
its way with our research and writing inter-
ests as well: In recent years we have been
writing in our respective fields in ways that
incorporate the personal voice.

We believe our course was a success. The
student evaluations certainly said it was. We
had large waiting lists every time we offered
the course; the last time the list ran to 200
names. A Cleveland FM radio station heard
of our course, and called us in to be inter-
viewed—treating us, much to our delight,
with courtesy and respect. Ohio magazine
wrote us up in its April 1992 feature on star
professors in the state of Ohio. James R.
Davis included our course in his Inter-
disciplinary Courses and Team Teaching
(October 1995), an American Council on
Education book on “exemplary interdiscipli-
nary team-taught courses” (Davis’s words)
in America and the world.

When the Mellon Foundation grant sup-
porting the colloquium program ran out,
Oberlin College chose not to support the
program. Our course (among others) could
not continue. We are dismayed to report that
students are now graduating without knowl-
edge of the meaning of life. This need not be
your fate, of course. A hard-copy version of
our corrected account of the meaning of life
can be yours for the asking (plus a small fee
and a first-class stamp) from an address soon
to be announced.
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Tom Van Nortwick and Norm Care were about halfway through their Mellon collo-
quia when this photo was taken in 1988. Now, full of the meaning of life, they are
hardly recognizable as the same persons.

By Norman S. Care and Thomas Van Nortwick

Norman S. Care is professor of philosophy,
and Thomas Van Nortwick is professor of
classics. This article is adapted from a pre-
sentation they gave at the September meeting
of the Alumni Council.


